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On the design of digital waveguides for stiff 
strings 

Abstract 
This study deals with some aspects of the design procedures for filters in a digital 
waveguide model of stlflstrings. The model consists basically of a delay line and 
two filters; ( I )  one flter that determines the fine tuning of the string and the 
dispersion due to string stzfiess, and (2) a second filter that models the 
mechanical impedance of the soundboard. A new method for the design of the 
filter for fine-tuning and dispersion is proposed, giving better results than filters of 
the same order designed with traditional techniques. The flter used is a group 
delay equalizer. For n specwed group delay times at n fieely specifiedfrquencies 
the method gives an all-pass Jilter of order 2n. The JiIter approximation of the 
mechanical impedance of the soundboard was found by minimising an error 
jimction. The error f ic t ion  was designed to give large values when the mismatch 
between measured and generated decay rates of partial was large. The minimising 
was done by an iterative gradient method. 

List of symbols 
& Sampling rate 
Ts Sampling period 

&I Mechanical impedance of the 
bridge 

41 Characteristic impedance of the 
string 

f q  = - Normalised frequency 
F, 

@x Argument of X 
@ H (9) -- Phase delay in samples for filter H 

2Fl 

- B H ( ~ )  Group delay in samples for filter H 
a7w 

Introduction 
The history of musical instrument synthesis 
shows a steadily increasing complexity in the 
methods used. The start was taken by straight- 
forward methods like additive synthesis and 
formant synthesis. Later the FM-technique was 

developed, creating a commercial success far 
above expectations. Today much interest is 
devoted to an approach which closely models 
the physics of the instrument itself, so called 
"physical modelling." In this method, the sound 
generation in an instrument is described by a set 
of coupled governing equations. Much work is 
spent on powerful methods for the numerical 
solution of these equations. For string 
instruments, the concept of digital waveguides 
offers an efficient and elegant approach to real- 
time synthesis (Smith, 1992). 

Digital waveguide model for a 
string 
A digital waveguide model for a string stretched 
between an ideal rigid termination at one end, 
and a bridge with mechanical impedance Zm at 
the other end, is shown in Fig. 1. The model was 
derived using theories for digital waveguides 
(Smith 1990, 1992, 1993), assuming that (1) the 
string itself is lossless, and (2) the string and the 
bridge can move in only one direction of 
polarisation (vertical). In this simple approach, 
the excitation signal is fed into the model 
without interacting with the model. This means 

*Summary of thesis work for MSc. "Modellering av kopplade pianostrhgar med digitala waveguides," Dept. of 
Speech, Music and Hearing, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, 1995. 
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that the excitation mechanism (for example the 
piano hammer), is assumed not to load the 
string during contact. This is a quite 
considerable simplification of the real striking 
process, but has the advantage of giving a 
simple structure of the model. The sounding 
result can be very satisfying despite this 
simplification, by using a trick which slightly 
reduces the generality of the model. The 
strategy is to use an excitation signal derived by 
inverse filtering of recorded tones from a real 
instrument (Karjalainen & Valimtiki, 1993). 
This method also offers the possibility of an 
efficient implementation in real time, which is a 
considerable advantage. 

The relation between Hb and the bridge 
impedance is given by Smith (1993) 

were Ro is the characteristic impedance of the 
string, Z, the mechanical impedance at the 
termination point at the bridge, and n the 
number of strings terminated at the same point 
at the bridge. In the present case there was only 
one string (n = 1). 

The basic model in Fig. 1 model can now be 
simplified in successive steps. First the excita- 
tion is rearranged so that the string loop is fed 
with energy in one point only (see Fig. 2). 

In a second step, the "distributed" D-filters 
and delay lines are concentrated in two elements 
(see Fig. 3). Observe that Hb now is replaced by 
-Hb. 

A comparison between the transfer function 
from Xi to Y1 and from Xi to Y2 in Fig. 3, 
respectively, gives a simpler equivalent model 
(see Fig. 4). 

Since the model is a linear time-invariant 
system the order in which filtering takes place 
can be altered. The soundboard filter (Hb) and 
radiation (R) is now moved to the excitation 
side (Fant 1967), giving a "commuted" model 
(Karjalainen & Valim&i, 1993), see Fig. 5. 

The frequencies of the partials are deter- 
mined by the effective phase delay in the string 
loop, while the decay rates mainly are a 
function of the real part of the inner Hb-filter (at 
the discrete frequencies of the partials). The Hb- 
filter can now be simplified dramatically by 
observing that (1) Hb is slowly varying with 
frequency compared to the string resonances, 
and (2) the decay rates of the partials are 
determined by the magnitude and phase of the 
filter at the discrete partial frequencies. The 

design of the Hb-filter only needs to match the 
desired phase and magnitude at the partial 
frequencies, leaving the response in between out 
of consideration. In the following, this simpli- 
fied Hb-filter will be referred as the H-filter. 

The &-filter outside the feedback loop can 
not be simplified in the same manner. Even if it 
would be possible to find a filter of low order 
which is a good approximation of the phase and 
amplitude responses of the outer &-filter at the 
partial frequencies, the ringing modes of the 
soundboard, excited during the transient state, 
will not be included in the model. These 
eigenrnode vibrations in the soundboard, which 
gain their energy from the initial transversal 
wave on the string, are not the only source of 
the distinct "wooden" sound associated with the 
attack of the piano tone. Other sources are the 
keybed and rim which are excited during the 
acceleration of the key, "touch noise" 
(Askenfelt 1993), and initial energy transferred 
to the soundboard via longitudinal wave motion 
on the string. Rather than spending a substantial 
part of the work on modelling these sources a 
short-cut was used. As suggested by Karjalainen 
& Valimtiki (1993) it is possible to include all 
these sources in a short (sampled) excitation 
signal derived by inverse filtering, and this was 
the approach used. The central point in the 
thesis was the derivation of the string loop (S), 
see Fig. 6, and in particular, the design of the 
filters in the loop. 

Tuning of partials - The ideal 
D-filter 
A spectrum generated by a piano string is not 
strictly harmonic because the string is not 
perfectly flexible. The string stiffness gives rise 
to a stretched spectrum. An approximate 
expression for the frequencies of the stretched 
partials a stiff string is given by Fletcher (1964) 

were n is partial number, fo fundamental 
frequency, and B an inharmonicity coefficient. 

If F is defined as 1 - H the relation for the 
string loop delay in samples TI@ becomes 

The contribution from F is marginal since 
the magnitude of H is very small. 
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Fig. 5. Commuting the model by moving the soundboardjlter (8) and radiation (R) to the excitation 
side. 

Fig. 6. Final design ofthe piano string model. The sampled excitation signal (E), obtained by inverse 
filtering, includes transient contributions from the keybed and other parts of the instrument, as well 
as the radiation characteristics. 

Excitation 

Only those frequencies that match the string frequences according to Eq. (2). It is important 
loop delay (a whole period or integer multiples) to move as large part of the delay as possible to 
can survive in the loop. The expression for the the delay line in order to get a D-filter of a low 
frequencies of the generated partials can be order, and thereby an effective implementation 
written as (Smith, 1983) of the model. The choice of an optimal k-value 

is dependent on the choice of design method for 

n4 the filter. This discussion is saved to a later 

A =  @DtL) 
n = 1,2,3, ... (4) section. 

k-- 

Modelling the bridge 

-, 

were the small contribution from F has been admittance - The ideal H-filter 

-4 

neglected. 
By combining Eqs. (2) and (4) an expression The transfer function for the string loop is 

for the phase characteristic of the D-filter is 
I 

Hb R 

obtained 

Output 
b 

0 ~ ( ~ ) = 2 r m [ k < h d ~ - l ]  (5) 
Since D is an allpass filter the open-loop gain of 

or expressed as a phase delay the string can be written as 

The effective delay (in seconds) for a wave- 
This is the ideal phase characteristic of the D- gmup in the loop is found by summation of the 
filter in order to obtain the desired fine tuning of poup delays for the D and ~-filters, and the 
the fundamental and the stretched partial delay line, respectively. 



A comparison is made between two earlier 
+ proposed design methods and a newly derived 

group delay equalizer. 
(9) 

Method I and I1 - Traditional 
One design method for this type of filters 

The contribution from F can be neglected for proposed by Smith (1983), is to find an all-~ass 
the same reason as above. filter with the desired phase delay by using 

During each round trip in the loop the signal auto-regressive modelling (Yegnanara~an% 
is attenuated by an amount G,(f) . One turn 1982). An advantage of this method is that the 

result gets better with increasing order of the 
takes T ( f )  seconds and during one second the filter. The method meets the demands on 

wave-group has traveled T,(f)-' laps. The atte- 
nuation factor is thus 

or in decibel 

This relation was used together with measured 
decay rates of the partials of recorded piano 
tones to obtain the desired magnitude and phase 
response for the H-filter. 

Design methods for the D-filter 
The purpose of the D-filter is to assist the delay 
line in the tuning of the partials, so that the 
model generates the desired stretched spectrum. 

accuracy very well, but two drawbacks do exist 
(van Duyne & Smith, 1994). The order of the 
filter order can be very high and the design 
algorithm is rather complex. 

A second method, suggested by van Duyne 
& Smith (1994), uses n equal, cascaded one- 
pole allpass filters. This method gives very 
good results for the lowest partials, but it does 
not give enough stretching of the higher partial 
frequencies with a reasonable number of filter 
links. An example is given in Fig. 7. A definite 
drawback with this method is that an additional 
filter is required in the string loop to adjust the 
fine-tuning of the fundamental. 

From a perceptual point of view it is not 
certain that the precision in the frequencies of 
the highest partials is of the same significance 
as for the lower partials, but in order to make a 
fair comparison between this method and the 
one actually used (see Method 111, next section), 
as much as 30 partials were considered. 

-1 00 
0 

I I I I I I 

5 10 15 20 25 30 
Partial number 

Fig. 7. Comparison between partial frequencies generated by n equal, cascaded one-pole allpass 
$hers (van D q n e  & Smith, 1994), n = 6 (o), 12 (x) and 24 (+). The deviations in cents refer to the 
calculatedfrequencies of a stzflstring (Eq. 2), corresponding to a piano Cq-string (262 Hz) with an 
inharmonicity coefficient B = 0.00033. All Jilters have been set to the same maximum positive 
deviation ( + l o  cent) compared to the measured values. 
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Method I11 - A group delay equalizer 

This design method for the D-filter is based on an idea for an analogue group delay equalizer (Laurent 
1948). The derivation of its digital counterpart is presented in Appendix A. Only the results are given 
here. 

Filter coeficients 

z2" P(Z-' ) 
Let D(z) be defined by the allpass filter D(z) = 

P(z> 

where P(z) is a polynominal of order 2n given by 

P(z) = 2 C, [z2 - z cos(2nqk)]fi [(z - ej2"l )(z - e-jzq1 )I + fi [(z - ej2"qk )(z - e-j2~k 
1=1 k=l k = l  
I+k 

The filter is designed by specifying n group 
delay times (in samples) at n specified fie- 
quencies. The group delays are constrained to 
positive values. The coefficients Ck in Eq. (13) 
are given by the following set of equations. (see 
Appendix A). 

The phase at the n specified frequencies is pre- 
determined and given by -(2n- 1 ) ~ .  The 
corresponding group delays can easily be 
obtained by numerical differentiation and 
interpolation of Eq. 5. 

How to choose delay line length andJilter 
order 
The area under the group delay characteristic is 
constant since the phase is pre-determined at the 
specified fiequencies. This results in a phase 
delay characteristic with more or less ripple 
depending on how the design parameters (delay 
line length k and filter order) are chosen. 

There are three aspects to consider when 
going through the design procedure. 

Get as low order of the filter as possible 
(large k value) 
Make sure that the approximation of the 
ideal phase characteristic holds for 
sufficiently high frequencies (small k value). 
Minimise the unavoidable ripple of the 
filter. 

As seen, these criteria are partly in conflict, 
and a compromise must be made. For a Cq- 
piano string (262 Hz) with an inharmonic 

coefficient B = 0.00033, and with a sampling 
rate of 24 kHz, a filter order of 6 and a delay 
line length k = 65 is a reasonable choice, if the 
approximation should hold for the 30 first 
partials. The ideal phase characteristic for this 
case is shown in Fig. 8. 

-2500; I I 
2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 

[Hz] 

Fig. 8. The ideal phase characteristic for a 
piano Cq-string when the delay line length k 
equals 65. The specz3ed frequencies are 
indicated by circles. 

Partial number 
Fig. 9. Comparison between the partial 
frequencies generated by the model (with the D- 
filter designed as outlined in text) and the 
predictedfrequencies according to the classical 
inharmonicity formula (Eq. 2) for a piano Cq- 
string. 

As illustrated in Fig. 9, the deviation from the 
ideal phase characteristic is zero at the specified 
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The derivatives with respect to the filter 
coefficients are 

Following an idea due to Steiglitz (1970), the 
parameter A can be eliminated, thus reducing 
the number of parameters which need to be 
iterated. An estimation of A can be obtained by 
setting the derivative of the error fhnction with 
respect to A equal to zero. 

Newton's gradient method can be expressed in a 
recursive form as 

where g is the gradient vector, and 4 the 
parameter vector, both of size m, and 2 is the 
step size. Using this method, the error is 
guaranteed to decrease, provided that the step 
size is sufficiently short. 

As an alternative, the method of Fletcher- 
Powell (1963) gives the recursion formula 

where Q is a (4m x 4m) -matrix, the elements of 
which are estimations of the second derivatives. 
This matrix must also be up-dated after each 
iteration. 

Results of the approximation of the H- 
filter 
A filter design with only one link, giving two 
zeros and two poles, was chosen as being 

appropriate for the model. The deviations from 
measured decay rates of a real grand piano are 
shown in Fig. 1 1. 

The large deviations in decay rates for 
partials 6 and 13 compared to the measured 
values are probably not decisive for the overall 
perception of the decay process (Karjalainen & 
Valimliki, 1993). 

Simulation of three coupled 
strings 
A note on the piano tone typically consists of 
three strings (tricord). The use of more than one 
string per tone was originally introduced to get 
more volume from the instrument. The design 
with multiple stringing also gives rise to the 
phenomenon of coupled strings, which contri- 
butes to the characteristic decay of the piano 
tone in a way which not is self-evident. The 
effect of coupled strings is mainly to introduce 
two different decay rates, and a shift in the 
mode frequencies of the strings (Weinreich 
1977). 

The waveguide model discussed so far can 
easily be extended to a model with three strings 
terminated at a common bridge impedance 
(Smith, 1993). The easiest way to get data for 
the design process of the model is to measure 
the partial frequencies and the decay rates in 
recordings of a single string (damping the other 
two strings). The reason for allowing only one 
string to vibrate is that the decay rates change 
when more than one string is vibrating, due to 
the coupling between the strings. 

The analysis was made by applying narrow 
band-pass filters centered around the expected 
partial frequencies of recorded tones. The 
recordings were made using a Steinway D 
concert grand piano, which served as a 
prototype for the waveguide model. 

An alternative method for obtaining data for 
the design of the H-filter is to measure the 
bridge impedance on a real grand piano. Such a 
measurement is, however, not easy to perform 
with a sufficiently large bandwith. An advan- 
tage of measuring the decay of the sounding 
partials is that the losses at the agraffe 
termination will be included 

A complete model with three stiff, coupled 
strings is given in Fig. 12. The model is 
equipped with dampers, in the form of 
amplifiers with gain g between 0 and 1. The 
excitation signal was obtained by filtering a 
recorded piano tone through the inverse filter of 
the model for one string. 



decay rate 
[d Bls] 

3 
2 
1 
0 

-1 
-2 
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-4 

-5 
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partial number 

Fig. I I .  Dzflerences between measured and generated decay rates for a Cq-note (262 Hz). The 
memurements were taken on a grandpiano (Steinway D). 

Fig. 12. A complete model of one note on the piano with three stzflstrings per note coupled at the 
bridge termination. The dampers are modeled by amplijiers (g). 

Results and evaluation 
The piano sound produced by the final model 
was quite convincing. A formal evaluation of 
the model was not included in the study, but an 
indication of the performance was obtained by 
comparing decay rates and performing a small 
listening test. 

A comparison between decay rates for some 
partials as measured and generated, 
respectively, is given in Fig. 13. No attempts 
were made to match the curves closely by 
adjusting the mistuning (frequency deviation) of 
the strings. Despite this, a general agreement is 

seen, in particular the division of the decay 
process in a fast initial decay followed by a 
much slower. 

In the informal listening test, five subjects 
were asked to compare the quality of the 
synthesis with a recorded note from a real grand 
piano. Subjects listened to pair of tones, the first 
from the real piano and the second generated by 
the model. The notes were matched in dynamic 
level. The test was repeated at three dynamic 
levels, p - mf -J: The subjects judged the overall 
quality of the synthesis on a 0 - 10 rating scale 
with the following definitions of the extremes 
and midpoint: 
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Partial no. I 

75 7 

Partial no. 2 
70 I 

Partlal no. 2 
75 I 

45 1 I 
2 4 6 8 10 

IS1 

Partial no. 3 
65 

40. 

350 2 4 6 8 10 
R1 

Partial no. 3 
70 

45 - 

10 
IS1 

Fig. 13. Comparison between the decay of the three lowest partials of a real piano tone, Cq = 262 Hz 
(lefr), and the corresponding partials generated by the model (right). 

1 = No resemblance with a grand piano 
5 = Typical piano sound but with a clear 

synthetic quality 
10 = No difference compared to the original 

piano tone. 

The mean scores were 8.6, 8.6 and 9.0 for p, 
mf; and f; respectively, which is a clear indi- 
cation of that the synthesis was convincing. 

Conclusions 
Digital waveguides offer an efficient strategy 
for modelling stringed instruments. The 
methods for filter design in digital waveguide 
models presented in this study have shown to be 
efficient, giving filters of low order and yet 
satisfying quality of the synthesis. In particular, 
the group delay equalizer used for the modelling 

of the dispersion in the string (D-filter), seems 
to be a promising technique with applications 
outside instrument synthesis. 
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Appendix A 

Design of the group delay equalizer 

Background 
The original idea for the group delay equalizer presented in the following is due to Laurent (1948), 
who published a passive implementation of this filter. The equalizer was later given an active 
implementation by Mossberg (1969). 

An analysis of the original filter gives the following filter structure: 

S 
with G, ( s )  = Ck 

s  +w; 
The transfer hnction of the system is given by 

r 1 

It can easily be shown that the group delays are T, = 4 / C, at the specified frequencies w, . 
The G-link in the filter is transformed to the z-plane by the impulse invariance method. 

1 - z-' COSW, 
Gk = 

1 - 2 cos W , . 2-' + z - ~  
Some consideration and experimentation gave the following postulate for the denominator 

By setting the numerator as the reciprocal polynomial of the denominator an all-pass filter is obtained 
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Experiments with this filter showed that the constants Ck are related to the corresponding group 
delays. The constants were however, not independent, but the results were promising enough to 
motivate a formal analysis of the filter properties. 

Derivation of the filter equations 

Phase characteristics at the specified frequencies 

The discrete Fourier transform of the denominator P(z)  is given by 

The following definitions are introduced: 

In particular, for phase angle g = q, 
n 

which gives 

arg[p(ej2")] = 2 q k n  + ( k  - 1)n + n l 2  

The complete filter with the reciprocal polynomial is given by 

which gives the phase shift at the specified frequencies as 

O,(qk) = 2 q k 2 n  - 2 0 ,  = - n  - 2n(k - 1 )  = -n(2k - 1 )  

As seen, the phase shifts are locked at constant values independently of the specified frequencies. 
This means that the area under the group delay curve between two specified frequencies will be 
constant. As a consequence, the group delay characteristic as well as the phase delay characteristic 
will exhibit some ripple with an amplitude depending on how well the choice of the group delays and 
frequencies fit the constant area. 

The property of a constant area is verified by considering the integral of the group delay between 
the specified frequencies. 
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When computing f g - fg' it is seen that only the third term in f and g will contribute. Further, all 

terms in squared brackets in f '  and g' will cancel, except the last. 

f k - fg' = B2 c2 ' 3  ' A, 4 ~ 3  (COS(Y 2 )  sin(^ 0 ) -  sin(^ 2 ) 0 )) + 

The denominator of the derivative of O, is simple because all terms in f and g except one will be 
equal to zero. 

With these results at hand 0; can be written as 

An inspection of the magnitudes gives 

The derivative at frequency qk is 

A; (q)Iq+qk = e s i n 2 q k  

where the minus sign applies when approaching from low frequencies. 

The magnitude of B is given directly as 

and in particular at frequency qk 

B k  (4, ) = s in2qk  (A261 

The calculation of the phase is more difficult but still possible to perform. 

sin 2 q  i f q > q k  
Pk ( 4 )  = arctan ~ 0 ~ 2 7 4  - c0s2%qk (I i f q r q k  
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sin 2 q  
Y ,  - y 2  -4 + a 2  -al =-n /2+arc tan  

c o s 2 q  - c 0 s 2 q 1  

It is important to remember that a, is undefined at frequency q,  . The argument takes a jump of a 
but this change in sign is cancelled by an other change in sign in A; . 
The derivative of y,  can be written as 

The derivatives of a, and a, are directly seen to equal 1, but fl2 needs some calculations. Only a 
simplified derivation is given here as we are only interested in evaluating the argument at frequency 
q,  . The result is 

y ;  = 4  (A351 

For other arguments, the following two relations can be used 

1 
arctan x  = arccos x>O ; 4 '  
Observe that x > 0 is not always true, but cos(-x) = cos(x) 

The arctan-term can now be rewritten as 

With these results the expression for 0) becomes 
- 

or slightly rewritten 
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This expression can be rewritten by use of trigonometric formulas, which gives a much simpler form 

Combining this relation with the expression for the group delay (Eq. A14) gives 

The complete system of equations for the coefficients Cq is obtained after a generalisation of the 
derivation to include all group delays and arbitrary order of the filter. 




